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Heating Up and Cooling Down – Recent Developments on
the Flaring Front in North Dakota and Beyond
Stinson Leonard Street LLP1
Matthew Salzman2
Ashley Dillon3
A dramatic increase in the production of oil and gas in the United States has been driven
by advances in production technology, such as directional drilling and hydraulic fracturing,
which have helped unlock shale gas and other oil resources that were previously difficult and
uneconomic to recover. This growth of unconventional oil production has led to a commensurate
rise in the production of associated natural gas. However, a significant portion of this gas does
not go to market; instead, it is vented or flared.
Although images of flaring lighting up the night recently have appeared in various news
outlets, flaring has been conducted as long as the industry has been active.4 That said, largely

1
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law or to treat exhaustively the subjects covered. This information does not constitute legal advice or opinion. Legal
advice or opinions are provided by Stinson Leonard Street LLP only upon engagement with respect to specific
factual situations.
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because shale development has been booming in areas where oil and gas production had not
previously occurred on such a large scale, the amount of gas flared has spiked recently as flaring
has been increasingly utilized during the various stages in the production process.
This paper focuses on flaring from producing oil wells. It will first examine the
background of such flaring, addressing questions such as why is gas flared, how much is flared,
and who are the stakeholders in the process. Next, this paper will turn to what is commonly
referred to as “the Bakken,”5 focusing on North Dakota where the flaring issues once took center
stage. The paper will explore the litigation involving fourteen royalty interest owner class
actions, the parallel regulatory proceedings, the new flaring reduction/gas capture goals and
certain remaining challenges towards meeting those goals. Then this paper will provide an
overview of flaring laws and regulations in several oil and gas producing states.
I.

Background
A.

Why is gas flared?

Oil deposits often contain some portion of entrained natural gas. This gas is produced at
the wellhead of oil wells as a byproduct of oil production. In certain fields the value of the oil
produced has far exceeded the value of the associated gas, particularly before the recent drop in
oil prices.6 Flaring is has been defined as the “burning of gas in the field as a means of disposal
4

John R Jacus & Eric Waeckerlin, “Coming to a Shale Basin Near You: Emerging Regulatory Frameworks for
Controlling Methane Emissions and Flaring from Oil and Natural Gas Sources,” Development Issues in Major Shale
Plays: What’s on the Horizon?, Paper 7, Page No. 22 (Rocky Mt. Min. L. Fdn. 2014) .
5

The Bakken Formation is located in western North Dakota, eastern Montana, and southern Saskatchewan, Canada,
as a subsurface formation within the Williston Basin. The Williston Basin extends to southwestern Manitoba, eastcentral North Dakota, northwestern South Dakota, eastern Montana, and southern Saskatchewan. The Bakken
Formation lies between the overlying Lodgepole Formation and the underlying Three Forks Formation. Bakken
Formation, Energy & Environmental Research Center, http://www.undeerc.org/Bakken/bakkenformation.aspx (last
visited Jan. 21, 2015). In this paper the phrase “Bakken” generally includes the Three Forks formation.
6

See, e.g., NDIC Order No. 24665, Case No. 22058, In the matter of a hearing called on a motion of the
Commission to consider amending the current Bakken/Three Forks, and/or Three Forks Pool field rules to restrict
oil production and/or impose such provisions as deemed appropriate to reduce the amount of flared gas (hereinafter
NDIC Order 24665), at *3 (concerning production in North Dakota) .
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when there is no market for the gas and the operator does not elect (or cannot) use the gas for a
nonwasteful purpose.”7 Obviously, it is generally in the production company’s (as well as the
royalty interest owners’) economic interest to sell that gas and generate revenue, rather than to
burn that potential revenue-generating resource. Marketing the gas, however, is not always
feasible for a variety of reasons.
Natural gas is not easily or cheaply transported. It usually requires a pipeline or gathering
system that takes the gas to processing plants. Although natural gas is often sold at or near the
wellhead, sometimes there is no pipeline infrastructure near the well, and the midstream
purchasers of the gas are unwilling to construct lines out to the well. In other cases, the existing
pipeline infrastructure may already be at capacity and not be able to take additional gas.
Furthermore, even when a willing buyer is inclined to construct a line to a well, or the production
company is inclined to construct its own line to a delivery point, sometimes that can be difficult
due to the need to obtain rights-of-way for the new line. In short there are a number of issues that
can render selling the produced associated gas uneconomic or impracticable.
The main byproduct of flaring or burning the associated gas is carbon dioxide.8 Instead of
flaring, operators could release or vent the gas into the atmosphere. Venting, however, releases
volatile organic compounds (“VOCs”) and greenhouse gases, such as methane. Methane is one
of the most powerful greenhouse gases and is 84 times as potent as carbon dioxide over a 20year period.9 In 2011, the oil and gas industry emerged as the largest emitter of methane in the

7

Patrick H. Martin and Bruce M. Kramer, Williams & Meyers, Oil and Gas Law, “Flaring of gas” (LexisNexis
Matthew Bender 2014).
8

See Christopher Helman, Some Perspectives on Gas Flaring in the Bakken, FORBES (Dec. 18, 2013).

9

Oil and Gas Companies Join Partnership to Capture Methane, United Nations Environment Programme,
http://www.unep.org/Documents.Multilingual/Default.asp?DocumentID=2796&ArticleID=11006&l=en (last visted
Jan. 25, 2015).
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United States, but by 2013, it had fallen to second.10 Venting and incidental releases of natural
gas during the various stages of the production process contributed to the eight million tons of
methane released in 2014.11 Although few commentators would describe flaring as
“environmentally friendly,” it is well-recognized as an emissions-reduction technique.12
B.

How much gas is flared?

According to the U.S. Energy Department, less than one percent of natural gas is flared
from oil fields nationwide and less than three percent is flared worldwide.13 Although ranked
fifth, the U.S. falls far behind Russia and Nigeria in the World Bank’s rankings of nations that
flare the most natural gas.14
Nationally, the flaring discussion has largely focused on North Dakota and the Bakken,
where the percentage of flared natural gas has recently been approximately one-third of all the
gas produced, and the overall volume has dramatically increased during the past few years.15
Flaring in the Bakken peaked in 2011 when 36 percent of the gas produced was flared.16
However, flaring is certainly not limited to the Williston Basin. For example, producers
operating in the Eagle Ford Shale play flared more than 20 billion cubic feet of natural gas in the

10

Gayarhri Vaidyanathan, Who are the Big Ten in the carbon pollution business, E&E NEWS (Oct. 6, 2014) .

11

Christina Nunez, Oil and Gas Industry Faces Its Methane Problem, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, Dec. 11, 2014.

12

See,
e.g.,
EPA
PRO
Fact
Sheet
No.
904,
Install
Flares,
EPA,
http://www.epa.gov/gasstar/documents/installflares.pdf (last visited Jan. 25, 2015) ; U.S. Forest Service, Emissions
Reduction Techniques for Oil & Gas Activities, at 19 (2011) .
13

James MacPherson, ND flaring rate drops below imposed threshold, ASSOCIATED PRESS, Dec. 12, 2014.

14

Estimated flared volumes from satellite data, 2007-2011, Global Gas Flaring Reduction,
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTOGMC/EXTGGFR/0,,contentMDK:22137498~men
uPK:3077311~pagePK:64168445~piPK:64168309~theSitePK:578069,00.html.
15

MacPherson, supra note 13.

16

Jacus & Waeckerlin, supra note 4, at 22.
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first seven months of 2014, which has already exceeded levels for all gas flared in 2012 and was
on pace to surpass the 2013 levels.17
Below is a sampling of some available flaring statistics from various producing states:
State

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Alaska

10,023

6,481

10,173

10,966

11,769

7,219

California

2,127

2,501

2,790

2,424

0

N/A

Colorado

1,501

1,411

1,242

1,291

0

N/A

373

353

323

307

0

N/A

Louisiana

4,021

4,336

4,587

6,320

0

3,912

Montana

6,863

7,001

5,722

4,878

0

N/A

New Mexico

803

481

1,586

4,360

12,259

21,053

North Dakota

25,700

26,876

24,582

49,652

79,564

102,855

South Dakota

2,073

2,160

2,136

2,120

0

N/A

Texas

42,541

41,234

39,569

35,248

47,530

76,113

Utah

1,285

1,398

2,080

1,755

0

N/A

Wyoming

42,346

42,530

42,101

57,711

45,429

34,622

Kansas

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Natural Gas Gross Withdrawals and Production, available at
http://www.eia.gov/dnav/ng/ng_prod_sum_a_epg0_vgv_mmcf_a.htm. The use of “N/A” means that the data was
not available.

C.

Who are the Stakeholders?

Industry. As the parties doing the flaring at issue, industry participants are obvious
stakeholders. Generally, upstream companies have an interest in selling the associated gas when
possible and economical to maximize the beneficial economic impact for all interest owners in

17

Gas flares in Eagle Ford Shale continue upward, ASSOCIATED PRESS, Dec. 21, 2014, available at
http://www.kansascity.com/news/business/national-international/article4762935.html.
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the production. Midstream companies have an interest in purchasing, transporting, processing
and reselling the gas. In general, industry participants are paying attention to and actively
involved in the flaring issues, which have caught the broader public's attention as well as that of
the policy makers and regulators.
Landowners. Some landowners or surface owners have grown accustomed to seeing
wells dot their landscapes. But in newer plays, some landowners are seeing this development for
the first time and often with flares that burn around the clock. Recently, landowners or surface
owners have become more concerned about flaring, the number of flares, and the noise,
vibrations and other side-effects.
Mineral Owners. In several instances, the surface estate is severed from the mineral
estate. From a mineral interest owner’s or royalty interest owner’s perspective, flared gas is a
waste to the extent it is not subject to royalty payments. Unlike the surface owners, however, the
mineral owners presumably are receiving the benefit of royalties on the oil production. Mineral
owners’ concern has been so great as to result in several class action lawsuits in North Dakota
state, federal and tribal courts.18 As mentioned above, producers have similar concerns, as they
too are attempting to maximize the return on the production from each well.
Environmental Groups. Although flaring associated gas is less environmentally harmful
than venting it, burning the gas releases nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide.19 Some
contend flaring also emits low levels of VOCs that remain after incomplete combustion.20
Additionally, burning natural gas is often portrayed as being wasteful of our natural resources.
18

See infra Part X.

19

Emissions Reduction Techniques for Oil & Gas Activities, supra note 12, at 22; see also Clifford Krauss, Oil
Companies Are Sued for Waste of Natural Gas, THE NEW YORK TIMES, Oct. 17, 2013, available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/18/business/energy-environment/oil-companies-are-sued-over-natural-gas-flaringin-north-dakota.html?_r=0.
20

Emissions Reduction Techniques for Oil & Gas Activities, supra note 12, at 22.
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Environmental groups, particularly those concerned with air quality and greenhouse gases, and
conservationists have become increasingly interested in flaring issues in recent years.
Government. Government officials and regulators also have begun paying more attention
to the flaring issues in recent year, in part to service their constituents and to be responsive to the
concerns of the stakeholders mentioned above. In addition, the “cost” of flaring has increasingly
drawn the attention of government officials. Like private mineral owners, state and federal
government may have a royalty interest in the gas being flared to the extent it is from state or
federal leases. One estimate shows that federal royalties “lost” from flaring amounted to more
than $50 million in 2013.21 Various governmental entities are also considering the potential
“lost” revenue from taxes that might otherwise be paid if the gas were sold rather than flared.
States have adopted differing approaches to taxation of flared gas. For example, Kansas, Texas,
Louisiana, and Wyoming all provide exemptions from severance taxes for flared gas.22 In North
Dakota, on the other hand, gas may be flared from an oil well for one year after first production
before the gas is subject to taxation, although the NDIC may issue exemptions from taxation
after the expiration of this one-year period if certain circumstances are shown.23
II.

Flaring in the Bakken
In 2006, shale oil development in the Bakken became economic following advances in

directional drilling and hydraulic fracturing of horizontal wells.24 The oil production in North
Dakota rose from approximately 235,000 barrels per day (bbl/d) in January 2010 to more than
1,187,000 bbl/d in November 2014 (the most recent month for which the production data is
21

Nunez, supra note 11.

22

See infra Part III.

23

See infra Part II.

24

Jacus & Waeckerlin, supra note 4, at 25; Natural Gas Facts, North Dakota Pipeline Authority,
http://northdakotapipelines.com/natgasfacts/ (last visited Jan. 25, 2015).
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currently available).25 In January 2010, there were almost 4400 producing wells with an average
production of 54 bbl/d.26 By contrast, in November 2014, there were over 11,500 producing
wells (an all-time high for North Dakota) with an average production of 103 bbl/d.27 This rapid
growth has contributed to a commensurate increase in volumes of associated gas. As the table
below illustrates, a fair amount of that gas has been flared:
North
Dakota
Oil
Production
(bbl/yr)

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

201428

62,761,222

79,796,387

113,072,427

153,059,263

243,287,285

313,801,706

358,766,503

Gas
Production
(mcf/yr)

87,190,520

91,704,441

11,4389,090

155,931,615

258,524,648

347,587,869

414,917,594

Flared Gas
(mcf/yr)

26,839,443

23,829,153

30,975,630

53,773,560

83,587,511

106,647,736

118,911,139

%

30.78%

32.33%

30.68%

28.66%

25.98%

27.08%

34.49%

Sources: North Dakota Annual Oil Production, North Dakota Department of Mineral Resources,
https://www.dmr.nd.gov/oilgas/stats/annualprod.pdf (last visited Jan. 25, 2015) ; Historical monthly oil production
statistics,
North
Dakota
Department
of
Mineral
Resources,
https://www.dmr.nd.gov/oilgas/stats/historicaloilprodstats.pdf (last visited Jan. 25, 2015) ; Historical monthly gas
production
and
sales
statistics,
North
Dakota
Department
of
Mineral
Resources,
https://www.dmr.nd.gov/oilgas/stats/Gas1990ToPresent.xls (last visited Jan. 25, 2015) .

It is often estimated that approximately one-third of all the gas produced in the Bakken is
flared. The percentage in North Dakota reached its peak in September 2011 at 36 percent.29 On
January 14, 2015, the NDIC reported the percentage of gas flared was 25 percent and that the

25

North Dakota Department of Mineral Resources, ND Monthly Oil Production Statistics, available at
https://www.dmr.nd.gov/oilgas/stats/historicaloilprodstats.pdf.

26

Id.

27

Id. Other sources cite even higher number of producing wells. See e.g., Lynn Helms, Director’s Cut, NDIC
Department
of
Mineral
Resources
(Jan.
14,
2015) ,
available
at
https://www.dmr.nd.gov/oilgas/directorscut/directorscut-2015-01-14.pdf (indicating that there were 11,942
producing wells in November 2014—8,640 of these wells, or 72 percent, are unconventional Bakken-Three Forks
wells, and 95 percent of barrels of oil is produced form the Bakken and Three Forks pools) (hereinafter Helms, Jan.
14, 2015 Director’s Cut) .
28

The 2014 numbers include only January through November, as the totals for December 2014 are not yet available.

29

Helms, Jan. 14, 2015 Director’s Cut, supra note 27.
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October 2014 statewide gas-capture percentage was 75 percent.30 Prior to this recent downward
trend resulting largely from efforts discussed more fully below, as the following chart shows, the
amount of flared gas had increased dramatically over the past few years.

Source: NDIC, Presentation of the Department of Mineral Resources review of North Dakota Petroleum Council
Flaring Task Force Report and Consideration of Implementation Steps, March 3, 2014 (hereinafter Presentation of
the DMR) , available at https://www.dmr.nd.gov/oilgas/presentations/NDIC030314_100.pdf.

While commentators discuss several causes for the increased flaring, generally they all
seem to relate to one issue—the lack of adequate pipeline and related infrastructure. After all,
production companies would generally much rather sell their gas to a midstream company or
other gas purchaser rather than burn it. Yet, the lack of infrastructure often makes it uneconomic

30

Id.
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or impossible to do so. Flared gas in North Dakota has been valued at roughly $100 million a
month.31
A.

The State and Federal Court Royalty Class Action Lawsuits

In October 2013, several owners of mineral interests in North Dakota oil wells filed ten
separate putative class actions in North Dakota state court against ten different oil and gas
producers seeking royalties on the value of gas flared allegedly in violation of North Dakota
law.32 Each of these putative class actions was filed by a group of five law firms, from five
separate states, including North Dakota, Montana, Texas, Wyoming and Colorado. In January
2014, these same law firms filed four additional putative class actions against four additional
production companies.33 Thirteen of the fourteen defendants removed the cases against them to
the United States District Court for the District of North Dakota.34

31

Krauss, supra note 19.

32

See Border Farm Trust, et al. v. Samson Resources Company, Divide County, Case No. 12-2013-CV-00067,
removed Case No. 4:13-CV-00141 (D.N.D.) ; Border Farm Trust, et al v. SM Energy Company, McKenzie County,
Case No. 27-2013-CV-00245, removed Case No. 4:13-CV-00140 (D.N.D.) ; Raymond Brooks Kummer, et al. v.
Continental Resources, Inc., McKenzie County, Case No. 27-2013-CV-00244, removed Case No. 4:13-CV-00135
(D.N.D.) ; Miller Family Partnership, et al. v. HRC Operating LLC, Williams County, Case No. 53-2013-CV01190, removed Case No. 4:13-CV-00137 (D.N.D.) ; Sheri Johnson Singer, et al. v. Statoil Oil & Gas LP,
McKenzie County, Case No. 27-2013-CV-00243, removed Case No. 4:13-CV-00138 (D.N.D.) ; Gary Sorenson, et
al v. Burlington Resources Oil & Gas Company LP, McKenzie County, Case No. 27-2013-CV-00242, removed
Case No. 4:13-CV-00132 (D.N.D.) ; Sarah Vogel, et al. v. Marathon Oil Company, Mountrail County, Case No. 312013-CV-00163; Sarah Vogel, et al. v. WPX Energy Williston, LLC, Mountrail County, Case No. 31-2013-CV00162, removed Case No. 4:13-CV-00133 (D.N.D.) ; Scott Wisdahl, et al. v. Crescent Point Energy U.S. Corp.,
Williams County, Case No. 53-2013-CV-01189, removed Case No. 4:13-CV-00139 (D.N.D.) ; Scott Wisdahl, et al.
v. XTO Energy, Inc., Williams County, Case No. 53-2013-CV-01188, removed Case No. 4:13-CV-00136 (D.N.D.) .
33

See Robert J. Hansen, et al. v. Hunt Oil Company, Dunn County, Case No. 13-2014-CV-00008, removed Case
No. 1:14-CV-00021 (D.N.D.) ; Jeff Lawyer, et al. v. EOG Resources, Inc., Williams County, Case No. 53-2014-CV00043, removed Case No. 4:14-cv-00009 (D.N.D.) ; Jeff Lawyer, et al. v. Kodiak Oil & Gas Inc., Williams County,
Case No. 53-2014-CV-00097, removed Case No. 4:14-CV-00014 (D.N.D.) ; Sheryle J. Olson Family Mineral Trust,
et al. v. Hess Corporation and Hess Bakken Investments II, LLC, Dunn County, Case No. 13-2014-CV-00007,
removed Case No. 1:14-CV-00020 (D.N.D.) .

34

The one case that was not removed is Sarah Vogel, et al. v. WPX Energy Williston, LLC, Mountrail County, Case
No. 31-2013-CV-00162.
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1.

The Flaring Statute, the Oil and Gas Act, and the NDIC

In North Dakota, there is a statute—section 38-08-06.4 of the North Dakota Century
Code (the "Flaring Statute") —that contains certain allowances and places certain restriction on
flaring gas. The Flaring Statute is one provision of the Control of Oil and Gas Resources Act,
N.D.C.C. § 38-08-01, et seq. (the "Oil and Gas Act") , which was enacted to foster and
encourage development of oil and gas in the state in such a manner as will prevent waste, protect
the correlative rights of all owners, and yield the greatest possible economic recovery of oil and
gas so that the landowners, the royalty owners, the producers, and the general public may realize
and enjoy the greatest possible good from these natural resources.35 The North Dakota Industrial
Commission (“NDIC”) of the Oil and Gas Division of the Department of Mineral Resources is
the state regulatory agency that “has continuing jurisdiction and authority over all persons and
property, public and private, necessary to enforce effectively the provisions” of the Oil and Gas
Act.36
Generally, the Flaring Statute provides that gas may be flared during the first year of
production from a well.37 After the one-year grace period, the well must be either connected to a
pipeline or there must be some other beneficial use (such as to power an electrical generator) that
captures between 60-75 percent of the gas.38 Alternatively, producers can obtain exceptions from
the NDIC for additional flaring if the producer presents evidence demonstrating the economic
infeasibility of connecting the well to a gathering line.39 It is economically infeasible to connect
the well to a natural gas gathering line if the direct costs of connecting the well to the line plus
35

N.D.C.C. § 38-08-01.

36

Id. at § 38-08-04.

37

Id. at § 38-08-06.4(1) .

38

Id. at § 38-08-06.4(2) .

39

Id. at § 38-08-06.4(6) .
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the direct costs of operating the facilities connecting the well to the line during the life of the
well are greater than the amount of money the operator is likely to receive for the gas if it were
connected, less production taxes and royalties.40 To the extent gas is flared in violation of the
statute, the producer may be responsible for paying royalties and taxes on the values of the flared
gas.41 Specifically, the Flaring Statute provides:
1. As permitted under rules of the industrial commission, gas produced with
crude oil from an oil well may be flared during a one-year period from the
date of first production from the well.
2. After the time period in subsection 1, flaring of gas from the well must
cease and the well must be:
a.

Capped;

b. Connected to a gas gathering line;
c. Equipped with an electrical generator that consumes at least seventyfive percent of the gas from the well;
d. Equipped with a system that intakes at least seventy-five percent of the
gas and natural gas liquids volume from the well for beneficial
consumption by means of compression to liquid for use as fuel,
transport to a processing facility, production of petrochemicals or
fertilizer, conversion to liquid fuels, separating and collecting over
fifty percent of the propane and heavier hydrocarbons; or
e. Equipped with other value-added processes as approved by the
industrial commission which reduce the volume or intensity of the
flare by more than sixty percent.
3. An electrical generator and its attachment units to produce electricity from
gas and a collection system described in subdivision d of subsection 2
must be considered to be personal property for all purposes.
4. For a well operated in violation of this section, the producer shall pay
royalties to royalty owners upon the value of the flared gas and shall also
pay gross production tax on the flared gas at the rate imposed under
section 57-51-02.2.
5. The industrial commission may enforce this section and, for each well
operator found to be in violation of this section, may determine the value
of flared gas for purposes of payment of royalties under this section and its
determination is final.
40
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6. A producer may obtain an exemption from this section from the industrial
commission upon application that shows to the satisfaction of the
industrial commission that connection of the well to a natural gas
gathering line is economically infeasible at the time of the application or
in the foreseeable future or that a market for the gas is not available and
that equipping the well with an electrical generator to produce electricity
from gas or employing a collection system described in subdivision d of
subsection 2 is economically infeasible.42
2.

The plaintiffs’ claims

The plaintiffs' original complaints all alleged eight causes of action. The first four causes
of action are asserted by the named plaintiffs individually, and the second four mirror the first
four except they are asserted on behalf of the putative class. The first cause of action sought
damages based on alleged violation of the Flaring Statute and certain NDIC orders pertaining to
particular wells at issue in each particular case. The second cause of action sought declaratory
relief for royalties on all past and future gas flared from the producers' wells in alleged violation
of the Flaring Statute. The third cause of action asserted a claim for conversion of unpaid
royalties attributable to the flared gas, and the fourth cause of action alleged the producers
committed common law waste by flaring the gas.
Generally, the plaintiffs sought royalties on the value of all gas flared from every well
each defendant operated in North Dakota. The plaintiffs acknowledged that the Flaring Statute
allows gas to be flared during the first year of production, but they alleged that such allowance
was conditional on compliance with other applicable NDIC orders. Based on allegations that the
defendant-producers were not in compliance with particular orders, the plaintiffs sought royalties
on the value of gas flared during the first year of production. The plaintiffs also generally took
the position that all gas flared after the first year of production was a violation of the Flaring
Statute for which they were entitled to royalties on the value of the flared gas.
42

Id. at § 38-08-06.4.
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In each of the fourteen class actions, the plaintiffs filed an amended complaint asserting
an additional cause of action, both individually and on behalf of a class, under the North Dakota
Environmental Law Enforcement Act of 1975, N.D.C.C. § 32-40-01 et seq., (the "ELEA") ,
which provides a private right of action for violation of environmental statutes, rules, or
regulations.
3.

The defendants’ initial defenses

The defendants filed motions to dismiss. Certain of the defendants had unique defenses
pertaining to the specific facts and circumstances related to the particular wells in which the
named plaintiffs in the various cases had an interest. For example, certain defendants argued that
the complaint failed to state a claim for royalties based on flaring within the first year of
production because the alleged (and publically available) facts indicate that the operations were
in compliance with the NDIC’s orders and that the Flaring Statute’s one-year grace period
necessarily applied. Aside from these case-specific bases for dismissal, all of the defendants
generally made a number of the same legal arguments in their respective motions to dismiss.
First, the defendants argued that the plaintiffs failed to exhaust their administrative
remedies before the NDIC. Like most other states, North Dakota case law has consistently
required plaintiffs to exhaust their administrative remedies before filing a court action.43 The
legislature created a comprehensive regulatory framework to address flaring and other issues
under the Oil and Gas Act. This comprehensive regulatory scheme also includes an

43

See, e.g., Thompson v. Peterson, 546 N.W.2d 856, 861 (N.D. 1996) (citing Lapp v. Reeder Pub. Sch. Dist. No. 3,
544 N.W.2d 164 (N.D. 1996) ; Med. Arts Clinic v. Franciscan Initiatives, 531 N.W.2d 289 (N.D. 1995) ; Transp.
Div. v. Sandstrom, 337 N.W.2d 160 (N.D. 1983) ; Shark Bros., Inc. v. Cass County, 256 N.W.2d 701 (N.D. 1977) ) .
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administrative remedy and gives the NDIC broad authority to administer and enforce the
provisions of the Act, including the Flaring Statute.44
While the NDIC may act on its own motion, it is also required to address every "written
complaint from any . . . royalty owner [or] mineral owner . . . alleging a violation of the oil and
gas conservation statutes or any rule, regulation or order."45 Any "interested person" may file a
petition with the NDIC "concerning any matter within the jurisdiction of the [NDIC]," and the
NDIC "must fix a date for a hearing and give notice."46 The NDIC receives testimony and
evidence at the hearings and "has the power to summon witnesses, to administer oaths, and to
require the production of records, books, and documents for examination."47 Furthermore, any
party adversely affected by a NDIC order may file a petition for reconsideration and may appeal
the decision to the district court.48 Because no plaintiff invoked or exhausted the available
administrative remedies, the defendants argued that the cases had to be dismissed for lack of
jurisdiction.
Second, the producer-defendants argued that the plaintiffs did not have an express or
implied private right of action for royalties under the Flaring Statute and, thus, failed to state a
claim. Although there is an express private right of action under the Oil and Gas Act, the
legislature chose to limit the right to an action solely seeking injunctive relief in situations where
the NDIC has been specifically requested to enjoin a violation of the Act and has refused to do

44

See N.D.C.C. § 38-08-04; see also N.D. Admin. Code § 43-02-03-05; Continental Res., Inc. v. Farrar Oil Co.,
559 N.W.2d 841, 845 (N.D. 1997) (the Act "equipped the [NDIC] with comprehensive powers to regulate oil and
gas development") ; Amerada Hess Corp. v. Furlong Oil and Minerals Co., 348 N.W.2d 913, 916 (N.D. 1984) (the
NDIC "has very broad, general jurisdiction and authority to regulate the production of oil and gas and the oil and gas
industry in this State")

45

See N.D. Admin. Code § 43-02-03-54.

46

N.D.C.C. § 38-08-11(4).

47

Id. at § 38-08-12(1) .

48

Id. at §§ 38-08-13, 28-32-40 (reconsideration) ; Id. at §§ 38-08-14(1) , 28-32-42(1) (appeal) .
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so.49 The defendants further argued that the omission of any claim for damages from the express
private right of action was strong evidence that the legislature had no intent to create such a
right.50 Under North Dakota law, in the absence of an expressed private right of action for
damages, the burden rests on a plaintiff to establish such a right, and "[t]his burden is a heavy
one."51 The defendants argued that the comprehensive regulatory framework did not provide any
basis for inferring the requisite legislative intent to create a private right of action, which would
have been inconsistent with the available administrative remedies for the plaintiffs’ claims.
Third, the producer-defendants argued that the ELEA did not provide the plaintiffs with
the ability to go straight to court and circumvent the comprehensive regulatory framework of the
Oil and Gas Act or its available administrative remedies. The defendants asserted several
different arguments supporting this contention, including that the plaintiffs’ claims sought solely
monetary damages and not the sort of environmental enforcement contemplated by ELEA,52 that
the more specific Oil and Gas Act governed, that the Oil and Gas Act provides the exclusive
remedies for plaintiffs’ claims,53 and that allowing the plaintiffs to proceed directly to court
under the ELEA would moot the administrative remedy provisions of the Oil and Gas Act.54
Finally, the defendant producers argued that the plaintiffs' conversion and waste claims
had to be dismissed on multiple grounds. Most of the defendants argued that, under North
Dakota, law statutes preempt common law claims, and here the comprehensive statutory scheme

49

See id. at § 38-08-17(2) .

50

See Trade ‘N Post, L.L.C. v. World Duty Free Americas, Inc., 628 N.W.2d 707, 713-14 (N.D. 2001) ; DJ
Coleman, Inc. v. Nufarm Ams., Inc., 693 F. Supp. 2d 1055, 1075 (D.N.D. 2010) .

51

See Enderle v. Trautman, Civil No. A3-01-22, 2001 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20181, at * 6 (D.N.D. Dec. 3, 2001).

52

See N.D.C.C. § 32-40-01 et seq.

53

See Egeland v. Continental Res., Inc., 616 N.W.2d 861, 865 (N.D. 2000) ("The Commission’s powers are
continuous and are exclusive"); N.D.C.C. § 38-08-04(5) .
54

See N.D.C.C. § 1-02-07.
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of the Oil and Gas Act preempted the plaintiffs’ common law waste and conversion claims. The
defendants also pointed out that these common law claims were premised on alleged violations
of the Flaring Statute and, thus, were also subject to dismissal for the plaintiffs' failure to exhaust
their administrative remedies and their lack of a private right of action.
4.

The court’s dismissal order and subsequent appeal

On May 14, 2014, the United States District Court for the District of North Dakota
granted the producers' motions to dismiss in all thirteen of the removed cases before it. As of the
date of this paper, there was no ruling on the motion to dismiss filed in the lone remaining flaring
class action case in state court.55 While there necessarily is some variance in the federal court’s
orders based on the particular plaintiffs and wells involved in each case, the court employed the
same legal analysis in all of the orders.
The court determined that the plaintiffs failed to exhaust their administrative remedies
before the NDIC. The court examined the statutory and regulatory scheme and found that the
NDIC has "very broad authority to regulate and administer oil and gas related activities in the
State of North Dakota.” This jurisdiction includes determining whether gas was flared in
violation of the Oil and Gas Act and the Flaring Statute and, if so, determining the value and
ordering the payment of royalties and taxes on the improperly flared gas. The court also found
that a “clear and comprehensive administrative remedy is provided for any interested person who
believes improper flaring is occurring.” The court rejected plaintiffs’ arguments that exhaustion
was not required because the issue was a pure question of law, exhaustion would be futile, and
the administrative remedy was inadequate because it did not provide for a class-wide claim.

55

See Sarah Vogel, et al. v. WPX Energy Williston, LLC, Mountrail County, Case No. 31-2013-CV-00162.
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Next, the court held that there was no express or implied private right of action for the
plaintiffs to bring their claims directly in court. Instead, the language of the statutes and
regulations authorize judicial review only after a party has exhausted its administrative remedies
before the NDIC. The court further held that the existence of the clearly delineated
administrative remedy coupled with the absence of any express private right of action was
enough to conclude that there was no legislative intent implying a private right of action.
Moreover, the court held that such a judicial remedy would be inconsistent with the
comprehensive regulatory scheme and render the express administrative remedy moot.
With respect to the plaintiffs’ creative attempt to invoke the ELEA, the court found that
the plaintiffs did not seek damages resulting from an environmental harm; rather, they were
attempting to invoke the ELEA to enforce the payment of royalties under the Flaring Statute. The
court held that, while the ELEA may provide a cumulative remedy if the NDIC fails or refuses to
act, the specific and comprehensive administrative remedies set out in the Oil and Gas Act must
still be exhausted.
Finally, in North Dakota, it is well established that statutes trump common law. Relying
on this premise and finding that the Flaring Statute “covers the entire field when it comes to
flaring and is the controlling law on flared gas,” the court held that the statutory framework
preempted the common law conversion and waste claims and, therefore, dismissed them as well.
In June 2014, the plaintiffs in each of the thirteen dismissed federal court cases filed
Notices of Appeal with the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit. However, the
plaintiffs dismissed their appeals in August 2014 before the appellate briefing commenced.
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5.

Consequences of the litigation and the NDIC proceedings

The federal court royalty class actions affirmed the role and the broad, primary
jurisdiction and authority of the NDIC to regulate and address oil and gas issues under the Oil
and Gas Act. Furthermore, the rulings suggest that the administrative remedies are the exclusive
remedies under the Oil and Gas Act because the act supersedes or preempts common law claims.
That said, the scope of this exclusive remedy is not so broad as to cover all oil and gas related
activities, as most operators in the Bakken could attest based on their experience of being sued in
courts in North Dakota. For example, North Dakota has a separate surface damage statute,56 and
lawsuits often arise following accidents that occur in the field.
After the federal district court dismissed the lawsuits but before the plaintiffs dismissed
their appeals, the plaintiffs asked the NDIC in a May 23, 2014, letter to determine, upon its own
motion and on a statewide basis, that the producers they named as defendants in their lawsuits
flared gas in violation of North Dakota law. On June 3, 2014, the NDIC declined the plaintiffs'
request to make such a statewide (i.e., a quasi-class action) determination. According to the
NDIC, the plaintiffs' request to conduct statewide proceedings was "beyond what they have
standing to challenge." The NDIC reiterated the federal court’s ruling that the plaintiffs have
rights as mineral interest owners to petition the NDIC for relief concerning the wells in which
they have an interest. Accordingly, the NDIC invited the plaintiffs to file petitions with the
NDIC "on wells where they have standing."
The upshot of these proceedings is at least two-fold. First, aggrieved mineral interest
owners have a defined administrative remedy if they believe they are entitled to royalties on the
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N.D.C.C. § 38-11.1-01 et seq.
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value of gas flared from wells in which they have an interest. Second, royalty claims under the
Flaring Statute presently cannot proceed on a class-wide basis in North Dakota.
As a side note, one issue that was not addressed in the federal lawsuits was the
appropriateness of the class definition. In these cases, the facts, the applicable NDIC orders, and
other circumstances varied from field to field and from well to well. Several of these facts,
orders, and circumstances were alleged in the complaints as they related to the flaring from the
particular wells in which the named plaintiffs had an interest. It appeared from the face of the
complaints that there were several uncommon issues. The plaintiffs apparently attempted to
address at least some of the uncommon issues by defining “Flared Gas” in a manner to exclude
some of the uncommon issues, then incorporating Flared Gas into the class definition. In other
cases, courts have found similar attempts to define away uncommon issues to be unavailing.
Sometimes, as likely would have been the case here, they would have required a mini-trial to
determine who was a member of the class. Nevertheless, the sufficiency of the class definition
was not decided as the cases were dismissed prior to reaching this issue.
For several year before the lawsuits were commenced, the NDIC had held hearing and
issued orders concerning the application of the Flaring Statute. In fact, some of the defendants’
most persuasive submissions beyond the statutory language were the multiple empirical
examples of NDIC orders from other prior proceedings enforcing the Flaring Statute. While the
lawsuits were pending, operators, including at least some of the defendants, filed or continued to
file flaring exemption applications with the NDIC. The number of flaring applications increased
in the 2014, but then fell to zero in November due in large part to the other flaring initiatives that
were occurring on a parallel track during this same time.57
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B.

Public Pressure, Industry’s Response, and the State’s Flaring Reductions
1.

Awareness builds and action becomes imminent

As mentioned above, the percentage of gas flared in North Dakota rose to 36% in
September 2011.58 This heightened gas flaring received broad media coverage, both locally and
nationally. One of the most commonly publicized images was a picture from space showing the
night sky in the oil fields of in western North Dakota lit up like a metropolis:

SOURCE: Source: Gas Flaring as Seen from Space, Ceres.org, http://www.ceres.org/industry-initiatives/oil-andgas/gas-flares-from-space.

This image and others like it were often used to imply that the flares from the burning of the gas
were so extensive as to rival the city lights of big cities. With respect to a similar image, the
NASA website notes “[m]ost of the bright specks are lights associated with drilling equipment

58

Helms, Jan. 14, 2015 Director’s Cut, supra note 27.
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and temporary housing near drilling sites, though a few are evidence of gas flaring.”59
Irrespective of this distinction, the volume of flaring in North Dakota was significant, and media
coverage and photos like the one above captured the attention of several stakeholders before the
lawsuits were commenced in the fall of 2013.
In North Dakota, the surface estate is often severed from the mineral estate, meaning
that the owners of the land are often not the owners of the minerals.60 Landowners, several of
whom were not benefiting from the royalties on the oil production because they had no interest
in the minerals, were not only reading more and more about the flaring issue, they were seeing it
out their windows at night. Additionally, despite the fact that flaring gas is much more
environmentally friendly than venting it, certain environmental groups began taking notice and
getting involved. Elected representatives as well as regulators began contemplating action. It
became apparent that something was going to happen.
Of course, the industry was not oblivious to the issue either. In fact, several production
companies had already taken steps to try to reduce their own flaring percentages. Additionally,
midstream companies were also taking notice. The market for their business seemed to be
expanding, and the production was certainly outpacing the midstream infrastructure. The North
Dakota Petroleum Council (NDPC), a group comprised of more than 550 companies involved in
all aspects of the oil and gas industry, was also taking notice.
In September 2013, the members of the NDPC created a Flaring Task Force for the
purpose of leading the industry’s efforts to reduce gas flaring in the Bakken.61 The NDPC
59
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2014),

Council,

available

at

Flaring Task Force included thirty-five industry experts and representatives from across the
industry including both upstream and midstream companies.62 They met on several occasions in
an effort to identify realistic and meaningful goals and action items to address the flaring issue,
thereby serving the interests of all stakeholders.63
2.

Regulatory goals, causes of flaring, and industry recommendations

The NDIC identified three goals, with which the Task Force agreed,64 namely: (1) reduce
the volume of natural gas flared; (2) reduce the number of wells flaring; and (3) reduce the
duration of flaring from wells.65
The North Dakota Pipeline Authority estimated that more than one-third of the flared gas
results from a lack of gathering pipelines.66 There are several reasons for this. First, while there
has been production in the area for several years, historically the production was a fraction of the
current level, and thus there was not a significant pipeline infrastructure already in the field.
Logically, the construction of the necessary infrastructure lagged behind the production, for
midstream companies typically do not construct gathering lines until there is something to
gather. Further, a number of other impediments were causing construction delays. One of the
most significant impediments was securing rights-of-way from landowners. Other obstacles
contributing to time delays include delays in zoning by counties and townships for midstream
facilities, time required for obtaining necessary permits, a short construction season due to the
weather conditions in North Dakota, and the limited number of available construction crews in
62

Id.
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See id.
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Id.
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See NDIC, Presentation of the Department of Mineral Resources review of North Dakota Petroleum Council
Flaring Task Force Report and Consideration of Implementation Steps, March 3, 2014 (hereinafter Presentation of
the DMR) , available at https://www.dmr.nd.gov/oilgas/presentations/NDIC030314_100.pdf.
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North Dakota aims to reduce natural gas flaring, U.S. Energy Information Administration, (Oct. 20, 2014) ,
available at http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=18451.
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the area.67 Despite these challenges, industry had already invested over $6 billion since 2006,
adding over 9,500 miles of gas gathering pipelines and more than 1.2 BCFD gas processing
capacity.68
The majority of the remaining flared gas typically results from overburdening of the
existing infrastructure. In 2013, over 57 percent of gas flared came from wells that were
connected to a pipeline.69 According to the NDPA, in July 2014, 25 percent of the associated gas
was flared in North Dakota. Of that amount, 36 percent was flared due to a lack of pipelines,
while 64 percent was flared from connected wells, indicating capacity challenges on existing
pipeline capacity.70 Even after wells are connected to gathering lines, those gathering systems
often do not have the capacity or ability to take all of the produced gas.71 Various causes of this
lack of capacity include the need for additional gathering-line pressure to offset higher pressure
from newly drilled wells, additional gathering-pipeline capacity, and additional clearing of
existing lines to remove natural gas liquid volumes.72 Some of the gathering systems in the area
apparently underestimated the amount of gas that would be produced. According to the NDIC,
most operators “are prudently attempting to connect their wells to a gas gathering system,” but
due to the aforementioned constraints, much of the associated gas is not processed.73
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NDPC Flaring Task Force Proposal to NDIC, supra note 61; see also Presentation of the DMR, supra note 65.
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NDPC Flaring Task Force Proposal to NDIC, supra note 61.
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Flaring in Focus: A Close Look at Natural Gas Flaring in North Dakota, Clean Air Task Force, June 2014,
available at http://www.catf.us/blogs/ahead/2014/06/26/flaring-in-focus-a-close-look-at-natural-gas-flaring-innorth-dakota/.
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Justin J. Kringstad, ND Oil & Gas Research Council Update, North Dakota Pipeline Authority (Sept. 15, 2014) ,
available at https://ndpipelines.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/ndpa-september-15-2014-ogrc.pdf.
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NDIC Order 24665, supra note 6, at *3.
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Taking the NDIC’s three goals and the other available information into account, the
NDPC Flaring Task Force participants discussed a number of potential action items and
benchmarks against which their progress could be measured. Ultimately, the Task Force came up
with its recommendations in January 2014 and presented them to the NDIC.74 Specifically, the
Task Force proposed a series of gas capture goals, namely: 74% of the gas by fourth quarter
2014; 77% by first quarter 2015; 85% by first quarter 2016; and 90% by 2020 with potential for
95% capture.75 To meet these targets, the NDPC Flaring Task Force made a number of
recommended action items.
For example, the Task Force suggested implementing a “Gas Capture Plan”
(GCP) requirement, which would force operators to consider and plan how the gas would be
captured and report that plan to the NDIC. They suggested a staggered implementation of this
requirement: June 1, 2014, as part of the process to obtain a permit for a new well, on September
1, 2014, for those existing wells that accounted for the majority of the current flaring
(approximately half of which were already connected to a gathering line), and March 1, 2015, for
all other wells flaring longer than 90 days.76 The Task Force even proposed potential penalties
for non-compliance, such as denial of a drilling permit and curtailing production.77
In addition to the GCP, the NDPC Flaring Task Force recommended that midstream
companies have regular meetings with the NDIC to discuss the status of operations and report
information such as gathering systems gas capture and forecast, gathering and plant processing
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News Release: Industry to increase natural gas capture to 85 percent within two years and 90 percent in six years,
North Dakota Petroleum Council (Jan. 29, 2014) , available at http://www.ndoil.org/latest-news/news-releaseindustry-to-increase-natural-gas-capture-to-85-percent-within-two-years-and-90-percent-in-six-years/.
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capacity, future obligations and capture targets, and maintenance issues including downtime.78
The Task Force also recommended establishing a “hotline” for reporting and addressing surface
owner issues related to pipelines; establishing a right-of-way task force (including regulators,
attorney general, counties, landowner groups, and industry) to consider “energy corridors” and
legislation to improve access to reduce flaring; and creating incentives for build out of gas
infrastructure and remote capture technologies.79
In short, the NDPC Flaring Task Force made a number of recommendations involving the
various stakeholders all of which were designed to meet the common goal of reducing flaring.
The Task Force cautioned, however, that achieving the proposed gas capture goals would require
“full engagement by the industry, state, counties, NDIC, tribe, and landowners to implement this
plan.”80
3.

Regulatory restrictions and implementation

In March 2014, following consideration of the NDPC Flaring Task Force
recommendations, the NDIC prepared its assessment of the proposal in light of its three goals to
reduce the volume of flared gas, the number of wells flaring gas, and duration each of flaring
from the wells.81 The NDIC announced six action items:
1. Require Gas Capture Plans for all future increased density, temporary
spacing, and proper spacing cases
2. Require Gas Capture Plans for all application for permit to drill
(APD) after June 1, 2014 [and a]dd requirement of affidavit that GCP
has been provided to listed gathering companies in area
3. Meet semi-annually with gathering companies to gauge effect of Gas
Capture Plans, production curtailments, contracts, and service
interruptions
78

See id.
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4. Dedicate IT resources to develop a web based pipeline incident report
form
5. Direct Pipeline Authority to track flaring on-off Fort Berthold and to
track and report capture status vs goals
6. Docket for hearing a motion to review and revise all Bakken and Three
Forks field rules governing production curtailment82
Gas Capture Plans. With respect to the Gas Capture Plans (GCPs) , items 1 and 2 above,
the NDIC essentially adopted a modified version of the recommendation. Among other things,
the NDIC added the requirement that the GCP include an affidavit that the operator has provided
the GCP to the gathering companies in the area, presumably to ensure that the upstream and
midstream companies are communicating about their plans and objectives in an effort to
facilitate achievement of the overall flaring reduction goals. The NDIC recognized that requiring
the GCP as part of the application for a permit to drill (APD) would affect nearly 9,000 wells
already approved for increased density drilling.83 The NDIC began requiring GCPs effective
June 25, 2014.84
The NDIC initially set forth the required content of the GCPs in May 2014 and
subsequently modified them in September 2014.85 Specifically, a GCP must be submitted as an
exhibit at all hearings in which an applicant intends to drill additional wells in the “BakkenThree Forks Petroleum System” and must include the following information:
1. A statement made by a company representative indicating:
a. The name of the gas gatherer(s) the company met with,
b. That the company supplied the gas gatherer(s) with the following
information:
i. Anticipated completion date of well(s) ,
ii. Anticipated production rates of well(s)
82

Id.
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Jacus & Waeckerlin, supra note 4, at 7-27 to 7-28.
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NDIC May 15, 2014, letter to hearing applicants re: Gas Capture Plan Required Hearing Exhibit; NDIC Sept. 16,
2014, revised letter to hearing applicants re: Gas Capture Plan Required Hearing Exhibit.
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2. A detailed gas gathering pipeline system location map which depicts the
following information:
a. Name and location of the destination processing plant,
b. Name of gas gatherer and location of lines for each gas gatherer in
the map vicinity,
c. The existing gas line proposed to connect the subject well.
3. Information on the existing line, to which operator proposes to connect to,
including:
a. Maximum current daily capacity of the existing gas line,
b. Current throughput of the existing gas line,
c. Gas gatherer issues or expansion plans for the area (if known) .
4. A detailed flowback strategy including:
a. Anticipated date of first production,
b. Anticipated oil and gas rates and duration. If well is on a multiwell pad, include total for all wells being completed.
5. Amount of gas applicant is currently flaring:
a. Statewide percentage of gas flared (total gas flared/total gas
produced) for existing wells producing from the Bakken petroleum
system. Note the Commission’s approved gas capture goals are to
reduce flaring to 26% by October 1, 2014; 23% by January 1,
2015; 15% by January 1, 2016; and 10% by October 1, 2020.
b. Fieldwide percentage of gas flared.
6. Alternatives to flaring:
a. Explain specific alternate systems available for consideration,
b. Detail expected flaring reductions if such plans are implemented.86
Production Limitations and Gas Capture Targets. With respect to the hearing to review
and revise all Bakken and Three Forks field rules governing production curtailment—item 6
from the NDIC’s March 2014 action items—the NDIC scheduled a hearing on April 22, 2014.
The NDIC issued a press release about the hearing and inviting comments from stakeholders.87
The NDIC received both written comments in advance of and oral comments during the hearing
from virtually all stakeholders.88
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Following the hearing, the NDIC issued Order No. 24665 on July 1, 2014. Among other
things, the order essentially adopted the NDPC Flaring Task Force’s proposed gas capture goals,
determining that the restrictions imposed by the order would strive to meet the following targets:


By October 1, 2014, capture 74% of the gas (flaring up to 26%)



By January 1, 2015, capture 77% of the gas (flaring up to 23%)



By January 1, 2016, capture 85% of the gas (flaring up to 15%)



By October 1, 2020, capture 90% of the gas with the potential
capture of 95% (flaring between 5-10% of the gas) 89

While the order allowed existing field rules and production allowance to remain in effect for a
few more months, after September 30, 2014, the NDIC would evaluate that gas capture from all
existing wells and all existing and future wells would be subject to the production allowances set
forth in the order.90
In terms of the production allowances, the order provides that all infill horizontal wells,
including overlapping spacing units, are allowed to produce at a maximum efficient rate for a
period of 90 days beginning on the first day oil is produced through the well-head equipment.91
After that 90-day period, such wells are allowed to continue to produce at a maximum efficient
rate if the well or operator meets or exceeds the NDIC’s gas capture goals.92 The gas capture
percentage is calculated by “summing monthly gas sold plus monthly gas used on the lease plus
monthly gas processed in a [NDIC] approved beneficial manner, divided by the total monthly
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volume of associated gas produced by the operator.”93 When making its monthly volume
calculation, the operator may remove the initial 14 days of flowback from the calculation.94
The NDIC recognizes the following means of using surplus gas as use in an approved
beneficial manner: (1) wells equipped with an electrical generator that consumes surplus gas;
(2) wells equipped with a system that takes in the surplus gas and natural gas liquids by means of
compression to liquid for ruse as fuel, transport to a processing facility, production of
petrochemicals or fertilizer, conversion to liquid fuels, separating and collecting the propane and
heavier hydrocarbons; and (3) wells equipped with other value-added processes as approved by
the Director that reduce the flare volume or intensity by more than 60 percent.95
In addition, the order delineates certain exceptions to the production allowances. All
wells completed in the Bakken that have received an exemption under N.D.C.C. Section 38-0806.4 are allowed to produce at a maximum efficient rate.96 Additionally, the first horizontal well
completed in a Bakken pool non-overlapping spacing unit is allowed to produce at a maximum
efficient rate.97
When determining an operator’s compliance with the gas capture goals, the NDIC will
accept compliance by well, field, county, or statewide.98 However, failure to meet the gas capture
goals will result in curtailment. If an operator does not attain the required gas capture percentage
while the well is operating at maximum efficient rate, but at least 60 percent of the monthly
volume of associated gas produced from the well is captured, production will be restricted to 200
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barrels of oil per day; otherwise, oil production from the wells must not exceed 100 barrels of oil
per day.99
C.

Flaring Targets Are Being Met, But Several Challenges Remain

While it may not work in every situation, the experience in North Dakota serves as a
good template for the all stakeholders to keep in mind. In the midst of lawsuits and regulatory
and political pressures, industry participants (despite being fierce competitors) came together to
consider meaningful, yet obtainable goals. The regulators listened to all stakeholders and
provided a forum for them to provide meaningful input in the process. The result of the process
likely is not perfect from any individual stakeholder’s perspective, but it embodies meaningful
progress towards a common goal.
Moreover, the new restrictions are working. In general, operators seem to be complying
with the submissions of the GCP, which is requiring them to plan for ways to capture the gas and
communicate those plans with gathering companies. The industry has also exceeded the first gas
capture benchmark. The percentage of flaring statewide was reduced from 30 percent in January
2014100 to 26 percent in July 2014.101 The percentage of gas flared was 25 percent in October
2014, which exceeded the NDIC’s initial benchmark of 74 percent gas capture.102 In October
2014, 60 of the 68 companies drilling in North Dakota were flaring below the new threshold.103
While the industry as a whole has met the NDIC’s gas capture goals, there have been
instances of curtailment for particular operators. The new flaring rules do not change the
99
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requirements for an exemption as provided in the statute, and certain commentators have
suggested that the NDIC rather routinely granted such exemption applications in the past.104 The
NDIC just recently considered and granted a temporary exemption from the new rules to
Zavanna LLC, which, as part of a joint venture with Flatirons Field Services, is completing work
on a natural gas processing plant and gas-gathering system.105 Although the NDIC granted the
exemption based on the particular circumstances concerning delays in the operations of the
processing plant, the NDIC has cautioned that it will “need to be very careful about making
exceptions to [the NDIC’s] new rules.”106
While the industry is generally meeting and exceeding the gas capture goals, thereby
reducing flaring, it is early in the process. All stakeholders would likely readily admit that
obtaining the ultimate goal of 5 to 10 percent flared gas, 90 to 95 percent gas capture in 2020 is
going to take a lot more work. And, there undoubtedly will be several challenges along the way.
1.

Flaring on the Fort Berthold Reservation

At the time the NDPC Flaring Task Force made its recommendations in January 2014,
the most recent available statistics showed that approximately 29 percent of all the produced
associated gas was flared. Tellingly, however, the flaring rate on the Fort Berthold Reservation
was approximately 40 percent.107 In addition to the NDPC Flaring Task Force, various
stakeholders formed another task force to address the particular circumstances involved with
flaring associated gas on the Reservation. Following several meetings, the Three Affiliated
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Tribes (“TAT”) Flaring Task Force issued its report and recommendations in February 2014.108
The TAT Flaring Task Force reported that, from 2010-2012, 45-46 percent of all the associated
gas produced on the Reservation was flared, and from January through November, 2013 that
percentage rose to almost 48 percent.109
Both flaring task forces noted several unique challenges to the flaring issue on the
Reservation, including additional difficulty in obtaining rights-of-way, obtaining consent from
landowners and the tribe for gathering line infrastructure, the need to have approvals from up to
three federal agencies (the BLM, the BIA, and the USFWS) , certain tribal policies (lengthy
ROW application, and long setback requirements for all pipelines and compressors) , and the
unique topography of the land, including Lake Sakakawea.110 Furthermore, the TAT Flaring
Task Force reported that 44% of the 48% flared gas for the first eleven months of 2013 was due
to limited takeaway capacity.111 The TAT Flaring Task Force made several recommendations to
address these factors, including attempting to shorten the time to obtain ROW approval to 60days.112
The task forces’ reference to the federal agencies highlights another complicating
factor—competing governing bodies, namely, the federal agencies, state agencies, and the tribal
agencies. For example, In May 2013, the Three Affiliated Tribes adopted Resolution No. 13070-VJB, entitled “Regulation of Flaring of Gas, Imposition of Tax, Payment of Royalties and
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Other Purposes.”113 This resolution purports to pass regulations similar to those in the Flaring
Statute under the Oil and Gas Act administered and enforced by the NDIC; however, the
resolution purports to empower the MHA Energy Department with the authority to enforce these
tribal regulations against operators.114 The stated rationale for the adoption of the resolution and
the decision of the MHA Nation115 to regulate the flaring of associated gas was its finding that
the BLM had failed to adequately enforce NTL-4a “Notice to Lessees and Operators of Onshore
federal and Indian Oil and Gas Leases: Royalty of Compensation for Oil and Gas Lost.”116
To complicate matters further, in February 2014, a class of enrolled and non-enrolled
members of the Three Affiliated Tribes initiated a putative class action lawsuit in the Three
Affiliated Tribes District Court of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation against several
production companies seeking royalties on the value of all past and future gas flared on the
Reservation.117 The plaintiffs allege that the defendants have failed to comply with the MHA
Nation resolution prohibiting flaring and have failed to follow either Tribal or North Dakota law
(i.e., the Flaring Statute) in capturing or marketing the gas or in paying royalties on flared gas.
Thus, the plaintiffs seek to recover the royalties they allege are due on past, present, and future
flared gas. Certain defendants have filed their own complaints in the United States District Court
for the District of North Dakota challenging the tribal court’s jurisdiction and seeking a
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declaratory judgment and injunctive relief.118 At the time of publication, the tribal royalty
litigation had yet to be resolved.
Surprisingly, however, despite all of these unique obstacles and ongoing litigation, the
industry has been able to significantly reduce the percentage of gas flared on the Reservation.
The NDIC reported in January 2015 that the gas capture percentage on the Reservation was 74
percent, which was only one-percentage point lower that the gas captured off the Reservation.119
Whether the gas capture will be able to remain at this level or keep up with the increasing NDIC
goals in coming years is yet to be seen.
2.

Falling oil prices

The all-time high price for oil in North Dakota was $136.29/barrel in July 2008. As of
October 2014, the price was approximately half that high mark at $68.94/barrel. The price
dropped to $40.74/barrel in December 2014 and fell further to $29.25 as of January 14, 2015.120
The fall in oil prices is sure to have an impact on the entire industry, not just in North Dakota.
With respect to the flaring targets in North Dakota, it does not appear that the NDIC considered
the drop in price when it established the regulatory gas capture goals. Nevertheless, the ability of
the industry to achieve the gas capture goals is premised in part on continued investment and
build out of the gathering systems and processing plants in North Dakota.
As mentioned above, the industry has already invested approximately $6 billion in
pipeline infrastructure since 2006.121 Midstream companies are already investing in additional
pipelines to address existing capacity constraints that have developed alongside the rapid growth
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in production.122 The midstream segment has also been investing in the construction and
operation of gas processing plants to capitalize on the value of extractable natural gas liquids
produced from the Bakken.123 There are also a number of other planned projects in the works for
2015 and 2016. For example, in 2014 ONEOK announced it has plan for two new gas processing
facilities in North Dakota—the Demicks Lake Plant in McKenzie County and the Bear Creek
plant in Dunn County.124 In July 2014, ONEOK Partners announced in that between then and the
end of the third quarter of 2016, it plans to invest between $480 to $680 million in North
Dakota’s and Wyoming’s natural gas gathering, processing, and transportation infrastructure.125
What effect the recently falling oil prices will have on this planned investment is not yet
known. Already, however, there has been a decline in the drilling activity in the Bakken. In
October 2014, the rig count in North Dakota was 191, and by mid-January 2015 it had dropped
to 156.126 If the drilling activity continues to slow, and the production declines for a sustained
period of time, that may affect further investment to expand the gathering pipeline infrastructure
and, thus, the ability to achieve the gas capture goals. Of course, if production slows, the amount
of associated gas available for or needing to be captured would also decline, thereby requiring
less additional infrastructure to attain the NDIC’s gas capture goals.
Working against the market or economic incentive to delay drilling and production
expenses at a time when oil prices are low are the tax incentives in North Dakota that are
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triggered when oil prices fall. Specifically, producers are taxed 5 percent on oil production,127
plus an additional 6.5 percent oil extraction tax.128 If the West Texas Intermediate (WTI) posted
price falls below an average of $57.50 for one month,129 then the 6.5 percent tax is reduced to 2
percent on the first 75,000 barrels of production or for 18 months, whichever occurs first, for any
well drilled after the reduction becomes effective.130 If the WTI posted price falls below $55.09
for five consecutive months, then there is a full exemption from the 6.5 percent oil extraction tax
for all wells for the first 24 months of production.131 The lower taxes may incentivize additional
drilling and production despite the low oil prices. The first incentive was triggered for the when
the average WTI posted price in December 2014 was below the threshold.132 The preliminary rig
count numbers would suggest there has not been an immediate impact of increased drilling
activity, but it is likely too early to tell.
3.

Political and other challenges

In addition to the tribal and economic challenges, political ones exist as well. North
Dakota lawmakers have introduced several bills this session that could affect the state’s efforts to
reduce flaring.
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North Dakota lawmakers introduced a bill, HB 1187, that could void the gas-capture
goals the NDIC adopted in July 2014.133 The law would void “rules of general applicability”
relating to matters within the NDIC’s authority that were put in place after June 30, 2014,
without going through the administrative rules process.134 However, the proposed law has an
effective date of January 1, 2016, which would give the Commission time to subject the gascapture order to the administrative rules process before it could become void.135 A fiscal note
prepared by the Legislative Council estimated that stopping progress on the gas-capture goals
could cost the state $19 million in lost revenue, assuming the current flaring rate of 24 percent
holds steady.136 Lynn Helms, Director of the North Dakota Department of Mineral Resources,
disputes the characterization of the gas-capture order as a “rule of general applicability” given
that it, along with another order that risks being voided by the bill, affect only 426 of the state’s
2,819 oil field-pool combinations, each with its own set of field rules.137
Additionally, on January 19, 2015, a bill was introduced in the Senate that would amend
and reenact N.D.C.C. § 38-08-16.138 The bill mandates that civil penalties for violating rules or
orders concerning the conservation of oil and gas would be no less than the cost of enforcement
and remedying the violation.139 The commission would be permitted to reduce or repeal the fine
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only after the full amount of the fine has been paid and the violation is found to have been
beyond the control of the violator.140
The same day, another bill was introduced in the Senate that would amend N.D.C.C.
§ 38-08-06.4 to reduce the initial period of flaring allowed after first production to 90 days.141 It
also prohibits exemptions unless the volumes of flared gas are less than or equal to 50,000 cubic
feet per day.142
Although these bills may not pass, stakeholders should pay attention to them and the
impact, if any, they will have on the NDIC’s gas capture goals and required operations.
III.

Other state and federal legislation
This section is certainly not an exhaustive review of the potentially applicable law;

instead, it is designed to provide a very basic introduction to some of the main pieces of
legislation pertaining to the flaring of gas in each of the following jurisdictions.
A.

Federal flaring laws and regulations

Methane emissions from oil and gas wells on federal lands and waters increased by 135
percent between 2008 and 2013.143 About 5 mmcf of natural gas was flared without permits on
federal land in 2013.144 The greenhouse gas emissions from federal lands are the equivalent of to
the annual greenhouse gas emissions emitted by 283,000,000 passenger vehicles.145 The EPA
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recently updated its standards for emissions, and the Obama Administration is focusing on this
issue as well.
1.

Royalties

Pursuant to the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is
charged with protecting federal mineral interests from waste. The Secretary of the BLM
possesses the exclusive authority to regulate oil and gas operations, including the flaring of gas,
on tribal lands. The Secretary has, in turn, enacted regulations to manage oil and gas operations,
including the payment of royalties.146
Lessees or operators on federal leases are permitted to vent or flare gas without paying
royalties in temporary emergency situations, during well purging and evaluation tests, and initial
well production tests, not exceeding 30 days or the production of 50 mmcf, whichever occurs
first.147 However, no royalty obligation accrues for gas that is vented or flared from an oil well
with prior BLM approval.148 Pursuant to the BLM’s Notice to Lessees 4A, which addresses
royalty compensation for oil and gas loss, royalty obligations do not accrue as to gas that (1) is
used on the same lease, communitized tract, or unitized participating area for “beneficial
purposes”; (2) is vented or flared with the Areas Oil and Gas Supervisor’s prior authorization or
approval during drilling, completion, or production operations; (3) is vented or flared pursuant to
the rules, regulations, or orders of the appropriate State regulatory agency when those rules,
regulations, or orders have been ratified or accepted by the Supervisor; or (4) the Supervisor
146
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determines to have been otherwise unavoidably lost.149 However, when produced gas (1) is
vented or flared during drilling, completion, or production operations without prior authorization,
approval, ratification, or acceptance of the Supervisor, or (2) is otherwise avoidably lost, the
royalty compensation due to the United States or the Indian lessor is computed on the basis of
the full value of the wasted gas or the portion attributable to the lease.150
The terms “avoidably lost” and “unavoidably lost” are used throughout Notice to Lessees
4A. Produced gas that is unavoidably lost is that which is vented or flared without the
Supervisor’s prior authorization, approval, ratification, or acceptance and the loss of produced oil
or gas when the Supervisor determines that the loss occurred as a result of: (1) the lessee’s or
operator’s negligence; (2) the lessee or operator’s failure to take all reasonable measures to
prevent or control the loss; (3) the lessee or operator’s failure to fully comply with the lease
terms and regulations, the approved operating plan’s provisions, or the Supervisor’s prior written
orders; or (4) any combination of the foregoing factors.151
On the other hand, production that is “unavoidably lost” includes (1) gas vapors that are
released from storage tanks or other low-pressure production vessels unless the Supervisor
determines that the recovery of those vapors would be warranted; (2) oil or gas that is lost
because of line failures, equipment malfunctions, blowouts, fires, or otherwise except where the
Supervisor determines that the loss resulted from the lessee or operator’s negligence or failure to
take all reasonable measures to prevent or control the loss; and (3) under where the lessee or
operator is authorized to vent or flare gas by the Notice.152
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Under the Notice, lessees or operators are authorized to vent or flare gas on a short-term
basis without incurring a royalty obligation under four circumstances: (1) during temporary
emergency situations limited to 24 hours per incident and 144 cumulative hours for the lease
during any calendar month, except where the lessee or operator has the Supervisor’s prior
authorization, approval, ratification, or acceptance; (2) during well purging and evaluations tests
not exceeding a 24-hour period; (3) during initial well evaluation tests, not exceeding a period of
30 days or the production of 50 MMcf, whichever occurs first, unless the appropriate state
regulatory agency has approved a longer test period and the Supervisor has accepted or ratified
the agency’s decision; and (4) during routine or special well tests with the Supervisor’s
approval.153
The Notice to Lessees 4A also requires that operators of oil wells submit a report
economically justifying continued flaring or venting or provide an action plan that would
eliminate venting or flaring within one year.154
2.

Limits on flaring

Until recently, fracking was exempt from several significant federal environmental laws,
including the Clean Air Act. In 2012, the EPA updated its New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) to reduce emissions from the oil and natural gas industry.155 What is colloquially known
as “NSPS Quad O” contains reporting requirements for methane but does not contain emissions
controls. The EPA claims, however, that its new VOC control measures will result in
“substantial methane reductions as a co-benefit.”
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EPA recently approved new rules requiring operators to perform green completions,
which, in part, immediately prohibit venting of natural gas and require development of
technologies to capture fugitive emissions. The “green completions” standard will require
capping of wellheads to capture gas during completion.156 The EPA's recent amendment of these
proposed rules allows a two-year transition period during which “producers will have the option
until 2015 of either using green completion technology or flaring gas.”157 But beginning January
1, 2015, flaring will no longer be an option.158
The Obama Administration too has discussed the need to improve federal permitting for
infrastructure to reduce operators resorting to venting and flaring of natural gas. In June 2013,
the White House issued the President’s Climate Action Plan, which was designed to cut carbon
pollution and reduce the impact of climate change.159 Among other initiatives, the Plan seeks to
reduce all greenhouse gases by 17 percent from 2005 levels and promotes switching from coal or
oil to natural gas.160 On the topic of flaring, the Plan "notes that investments to build and upgrade
gas pipelines are critical to reducing venting and flaring."161 The Plan also created the Bakken
Federal Executive Group, an interagency group given the task of finding ways to address some
obstacles facing infrastructure development in the Bakken.162
Then, in March 2014, the White House released its Strategy for Reducing Methane
Emissions, which builds on the Climate Action Plan and, among other things, addresses how
156
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methane emissions can be reduced in four key sectors: landfills, coal mines, agriculture, and oil
and gas.163 On January 14, 2015, the Obama administration announced its goal to cut methane
emissions from the oil and gas sector by 40 to 45 percent from 2012 levels by 2025.164 Among
the variety of actions the administration announced designed to reduce methane emissions was
an update by the Department of the Interior of outdated venting and flaring standards applicable
to public lands.165 The administration also suggested a strong willingness to work with oil and
gas companies, both individually and as part of broader initiatives, to reduce methane
emissions.166 The administration's plan notes that methane emissions in the U.S. have decreased
by 8 percent since 1990, in part through partnerships with industry.167 As a result, the Plan tasks
the EPA and other agencies with developing an interagency methane strategy.168
B.

State flaring laws and regulations
1.

Alaska

Alaska prohibits the waste of oil and gas,169 which is defined by its “ordinary meaning”
as well as “physical waste,” which includes “the release, burning, or escape into the open air of
gas, from a well producing oil or gas,” unless authorized by the commission.170 Gas “released,
burned, or permitted to escape into the air constitutes waste” except when: (1) flaring or venting
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of gas for a period not exceeding one hour as the result of an emergency or operational upset is
authorized for safety; (2) flaring or venting for a period not exceeding one hour as the result of a
planned lease operation is authorized for safety; (3) flaring pilot or purge gas to test or fuel the
safety flare system is authorized for safety; (4) de minimis venting of gas incidental to normal
field operations is authorized; (5) within 90 days of the receipt of the a flaring incident report, the
commission can authorize the venting or flaring of gas for a period exceeding one hour under
certain circumstances; or (6) authorized by the commission upon application for purposes of
testing a well before regular production.171
Every month, operators are further required to report their gas disposition and acquisition
on a “Facility Report of Produced Gas Disposition” form. Operators must report their gas
acquisition or disposition by category, including gas flared or vented.172 Any release, burning, or
escape of gas—other than de minimis venting—must be reported as gas vented or flared on the
Facility Report of Produced Gas Disposition form.173
Additionally, operators are required to report all flaring events in excess of one hour and
submit a written supplement describing why the gas was flared or vented, the beginning and
ending time of the flaring or venting, the volume of gas flared or vented, and the actions taken to
comply with “good oil field engineering practices and conservation purposes to minimize the
volume of gas . . . burned.”174
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2.

Arkansas

Arkansas permits operators to vent or flare gas within seven days of when gas is first
encountered in a well.175 After that time, gas may not be vented or flared unless the operator
obtains an exception from the Arkansas Oil and Gas Commission.176
3.

Colorado

Pursuant to the rules of the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (COGCC),
the excessive venting or flaring of natural gas produced from a well is prohibited.177 With the
exception of certain specified circumstances—including emergency circumstances—gas from a
well may be vented or flared only after notice has been given to and approval has been obtained
from the Director of the COGCC.178 Moreover, flaring may be required if necessary to protect
public health, safety, and welfare.179 Prior to flaring, operators must provide notice to local
emergency dispatch or to another local governmental designee.180
On February 3, 2014, Colorado’s Air Quality Control Commission (AQCC) adopted the
nation’s first state-wide limit on emissions from fracking operations.181 These regulations were
crafted by a coalition of energy companies and environmental groups. The regulations fully
adopt the EPA’s New Source Performance Standards182 without imposing additional
requirements beyond the minimum required by federal law, but they do make the federal rules
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enforceable under Colorado law.183 The regulations also adopt corresponding revisions to the
emissions reporting and permitting framework.184 A major focus of these regulations is on
reducing emissions from venting, flaring, and leaks in the oil and gas sector, and they regulate
methane and emissions along the entire natural gas chain—including the well site, storage tanks,
gathering lines, compression stations, and processing plants.185
4.

Kansas

In Kansas, natural gas produced in connection with the production of oil may be flared or
vented if authorized by order or rules and regulations of the Kansas Corporation Commission.186
Although waste of natural gas is prohibited by Kansas statute,187 the definition of “waste” does
not include the flaring of natural gas if permitted by the state’s rules and regulations.188 The
venting or flaring of casinghead gas is permitted without a hearing before the Kansas
Corporation Commission if: (1) the operator files an affidavit with the conservation division;
(2) the well has 25 mcfd or less of casinghead gas available for sale; (3) the casinghead gas
volume is uneconomic to market because a pipeline connection is not feasible, or the price
receive for such gas makes the investment required to market the gas unreasonable; and (4) the
operator has made a diligent effort to obtain a market for the gas, and the volume of gas
produced form the well does not economically justify a pipeline connection.189
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If the volume of casinghead gas produced is in excess of 25 mcfd, the commission may
permit the venting or flaring of gas upon application and after notice and hearing.190 In its
determination, the commission will consider: (1) the availability of a market or pipeline
facilities; (2) the probable recoverable gas reserves; (3) the necessity for maintenance of
reservoir gas pressure to maximize the recovery of oil reserves from the formation; (4) the
feasibility of reinjecting the gas; (5) a reasonable testing period; (6) any anticipated change in the
gas-to-oil ratio; (7) the applicant’s compliance with the departments applicable air quality
regulations; and (8) any other fact or circumstance demonstrating the request’s reasonableness.191
The commission also permits the venting or flaring of natural gas other than casinghead
gas without a hearing if necessary for: (1) dewatering a well or well cleanup; (2) well testing;
(3) well cleanup after stimulation or workover; (4) evaluation and testing before connecting to a
pipeline; (5) emergencies; or (6) the purposes and conditions specified in section 55-102(a) of
the Kansas Statutes.192 However, if the well is to be vented or flared for more than seven days,
the operator must notify the appropriate district office of the commission and file an affidavit
with the conservation division.193 The affidavit must state that the extended venting or flaring
period is necessary for at least one of the following reasons: (1) for the efficient operation of the
well; (2) the evaluation or determination of whether the gas quality meets pipeline specifications;
or (3) evaluation or determination of whether the well is capable of producing in economic
quantities.194 Gas may be flared or vented under other conditions not addressed by the
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commission’s regulations if the operator files an application, and the commission approves the
application before the operator commences the venting or flaring activity.195
5.

Louisiana

Flaring of natural gas is prohibited unless the Louisiana Office of Conservation finds,
upon written application, that such a prohibition would result in economic hardship on the
operator. The regulations note that no such hardship can be found if the current market value—at
the point of delivery for the gas proposed to be vented—exceeds the cost involved in making the
gas available to market. Royalties must still be paid upon flared or vented gas even if the
Department of Conservation has approved the flaring.196
6.

Montana

The Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation is tasked with (1) preventing waste of
oil and gas resources, (2) conserving oil and gas by encouraging maximum efficient recovery of
the resource, and (3) protecting the correlative rights of mineral owners.197 The Board
administers the rules and regulations found in Title 36, Chapter 22 of the Administrative Rules of
Montana. Pursuant to these rules, and the Montana Code,198 the waste of gas is prohibited.
Specifically, section 36.22.1219 states: “After completion of a gas well, no gas shall be permitted
to escape into the air, except that required for periodic testing or cleaning of the well bore.”199
However, if the operator intends to flare associated gas once the well’s average daily gas
production exceeds 100 MCFG, the well may not produce more than an average of 100 MCFG
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per day each month after the required 60-day test stabilized production test, which shows the
average daily oil and gas production during the test period.200 If the operator would like to flare
more than the average 100 MCFG per day, the operator must present with these production test
results a statement justifying the need to flare more than that amount.201 This statement should
include such information as a gas analysis, estimated gas reserves, proximity of the well to a
market, estimated gas price at the nearest market, estimated cost of marketing the gas, reinjection
potential or other conservation-oriented disposition alternatives, amount of gas used in lease
operations, and any other information pertinent to determining whether marketing or otherwise
conserving the associated gas is economically feasible.202
After reviewing the operator’s justification statement, the board may elect to: (1) docket a
hearing where the operator may show cause why it should be allowed to flare; (2) restrict the
operator’s production until the gas is marketed or otherwise beneficially used; or (3) take any
other action the board deems appropriate.203
On the other hand, flaring is required under the rules in some circumstances. Gas vented
at a rate exceeding 20 mcf per day for a period exceeding 72 hours must be burned.204 Operators
of wells venting any quantity of gas containing 20 parts per million or more of hydrogen sulfide
must insure that workable igniter systems are installed on such wells and insure that such gas is
burned rather than vented into the atmosphere.205
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7.

Oklahoma

In Oklahoma, an operator may vent or flare up to 50 mcf per day without a permit if: (i) it
is not economically feasible to market the gas; (ii) a suitable stand, line, or stack is used to
prevent a hazard to people; and (iii) there is less than 100 ppm of hydrogen sulfide in the gas.206
For venting or flaring at rate greater than 50 mcf per day, the operator must seek an
administrative permit from the Conservation Division of the Oklahoma Corporation
Commission.207 The Conservation Division may grant a permit to vent or flare volumes in excess
of 50 mcf/d on a daily basis if it is not economically feasible to market the gas and a suitable
stack, stand, or line will be used to prevent hazard from the flaring.208
An operator must file a copy of Form 1022 with the Technical Services Department of
the Conservation Division of the Oklahoma Corporation Commission. If the Conservation
Division denies the operator’s Form 1022 application, the operator may apply for an order
permitting venting or flaring of gas.209
Vented or flared gas during initial flowback of a newly completed well is exempt from
the permit requirements of § 165:10-3-15(c) for 14 days—commencing from the first date gas
flow is in excess of 50 mcf/d—if (1) combustible gas flow greater than 50 mcf/d is flared; (2) gas
with a hydrogen sulfide content in excess of 100 ppm is flared; (3) the operator gives at least 48
hours’ notice to the Conservation Division District Office or Field Inspector; (4) it is not
economically feasible to market the gas; and (5) a suitable stack, stand, or line will be used to
prevent hazard from the flaring.210 However, after that initial 14-day flowback period, gas flared
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during flowback from a newly completed well will be exempt from the permit requirements for
an additional period not exceeding 30 days if: (1) the volume of gas flared form the well is less
than or equal to an average rate of 300 mcf/d over that 30 day period and no appropriate
takeaway structure exists, the well is an exploration well, or the quality of gas flared is not
pipeline acceptable; (2) gas with a hydrogen sulfide content in excess of 100 ppm must be flared;
(3) a suitable stack, stand, or line is used to prevent hazard; (4) the well operator maintains a
daily log of gas volumes flared during that 30-day period, which must be preserved for three
years; and (5) if the operator flares volumes greater than 300 mcf/d during flowback from a
newly completed well subsequent to the initial 14-day period, the operator must obtain a permit
under § 165:10-3-15(c) .211
8.

Pennsylvania

In Pennsylvania, the Department of Environmental Protection oversees flaring.
Pennsylvania’s oil and gas conservation regulations do not address flaring other than to say that
excess gas must be flared, captured, or diverted in a manner that does not create a hazard to the
public health or safety.212 Venting is also prohibited where it produces a hazard to public health
and safety.213
Pennsylvania requires compliance with NSPS air emissions standards in 40 CFR Part 60,
Subpart OOOO through its air quality permitting requirements.214 Previously, Pennsylvania’s Air
Quality Permit Exemption List included an “automatic” blanket exemption for oil and gas
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exploration and production facilities and operations.215 However, beginning October 15, 2012,
venting was no longer permitted.216 Operators were required to capture and direct flowback
emissions to a completion combustion device, except in conditions that could result in a fire
hazard or explosion.217 Then, beginning January 1, 2015, operators are required to direct all
pipeline-quality gas during completion of development wells and re-completion or workover of
any well into a pipeline for sales.218 Open flaring is permitted only under the following
circumstances: (1) at exploration wells to determine whether oil and/or gas exists in geological
formations or to appraise the physical extent, reserves, and likely production rate of an oil or gas
field; (2) for repair, maintenance, emergency, or safety purposes; and (3) for other operations at a
wellhead or facility to comply with 40 CRF Part 60, Subpart OOOO requirements.219 Following
completion, operators must use an enclosed combustion device including an enclosed flare must
be used for all permanent flaring operations at a wellhead or facility.220
9.

Texas

Texas law prohibits the waste of oil and gas resources and delegates powers to the
Railroad Commission to make rules, regulations, and orders to prevent such waste.221 Texas
producers may flare natural gas for ten days following initial completion or recompletion.222
Authorized gas releases lasting longer than 24 hours must be flared, while gas releases lasting
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fewer than 24 may be vented if flaring is not required for safety or other regulatory reasons.223
Certain releases of gas are exempt from these venting and flaring requirements. The exemptions
mentioned include gas released at a wellsite during drilling operations224 and gas released at a
wellsite during initial completion, recompletion in another field, or workover operations in the
same field.225 Releases of gas that are not routinely measured, such as small amounts that escape
during initial well completion, are exempt from venting and flaring requirements and need to be
measured for purposes of well allowables.226
Producers may obtain exceptions from the Texas Railroad Commission for the release of
gas when the operator presents information to show the necessity of the release.227 However,
such administrative exceptions will not be granted for periods exceeding 180 days, although the
exceptions may be renewed.228 Operators must file a Rule 32 exception form with the Railroad
Commission on the next business day following the initial 24 hours of venting or flaring.229
10.

Wyoming

Like most states, Wyoming statute declares the waste of oil and gas sources is prohibited,
but the state makes exceptions, which include flaring gas as a necessity to completing and
putting into production oil and gas wells.230 Thus, Wyoming allows flaring without any
additional regulatory authorization in certain situations: (1) during emergencies or upset
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Texas

Railroad

Commission,

available

at

conditions resulting in the unavoidable short-term flaring of gas; (2) for well purging and
evaluation tests; (3) during initial completion or recompletion evaluation tests, which must not
exceed 15 days unless otherwise authorized by the Supervisor; or (4) up to 60 mcf/d may be
flared or vented from individual wells unless the Supervisor or the Commission determines that
waste is occurring.231
Unless flaring or venting is otherwise authorized, operators must apply for retroactive or
prospective venting or flaring authorization.232 The application must include, at a minimum: (1) a
statement of the reason for the venting or flaring; (2) the estimated duration; (3) the estimated
daily volume of gas; (4) the estimated daily volume and type of associated produced fluids, gas,
or plant products; (5) a compositional analysis of the gas if hydrogen sulfide is present; (6) a
legal description of the well and distance to the nearest potential sales point or pipeline; and (7) a
discussion of applicable safety factors and plans.233
Wyoming’s Office of State Lands and Investments (OSLI) amended its Natural Gas
Flaring Policy with respect to WOGCC determinations to allow royalty-free disposition of the
State’s interest in vented or flared gas from stated oil and gas leased lands.234 Under the revised
policy, effective March 1, 2014, the Office of State Lands will show some deference to WOGCC
decisions to allow flaring, but it will reserve the right to set for hearing whether to assess royalty
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on the flared or vented gas.235 Thus, the OSLI could determine that flaring or venting constitutes
waste under the Wyoming statute despite a decision by the WOGCC to allow flaring.236
IV.

Conclusion
During the past two years, the flaring issue really heated up, particularly in the Bakken.

In 2015, however, the issue seems to be cooling down as the majority of the North Dakota
royalty class actions have concluded, and the regulators have adopted gas capture goals for the
industry to meet. That said, there are a number of outstanding issues that could affect operations
as they pertain to the flaring of associated gas in North Dakota, including the tribal litigation,
falling oil prices and the impact on continued infrastructure investment, and pending or potential
legislation (both state and federal) .
There are a number of potential lessons stakeholders can glean from the North Dakota
experience.

For example, the federal court royalty litigation further confirmed the broad

authority of the NDIC in administering and enforcing the Oil and Gas Act and the doctrine under
North Dakota law that statutes that govern a subject essentially preempt common law claims on
that subject. The regulatory process also provides a good example of industry competitors
working together before new regulations were passed to assist in the process, which resulted in
what presently appear to be meaningful, yet obtainable goals. Of course, flaring of associated gas
is not limited to North Dakota, and there are several overlapping requirements in the particular
jurisdictions that should be consulted any time the issue arises.
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